Doña Ana County Land Ownership / Management

Total Land in Doña Ana County: 3,804 sq.mi. = 100%
BLM / Federal Management: ~2,854 sq.mi. = 75%
State Land Office Management: ~429 sq.mi. = 11%
NMSU: ~17 sq.mi. = 0.4%
Private Land: ~445 sq.mi. = 12%
Doña Ana County Land: ~4 sq.mi. = 0.1%
EBID, IBWC, R.O.W.s, School Dsts., Municipal ~55 sq.mi. = 1.5%

DISCLAIMER: No warranty is made by Doña Ana County as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of this information for individual or aggregate use.
Original data was provided from respective sources.
Digital information may not reflect National Map Accuracy Standards. This information may change without notice.